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I have an Australian PhD in Philosophy with an emphasis in Linguistics with QUT 

(Queensland University of Technology) _ with a RCDB scholarship _ and I also have a 

French doctorate in Biological Anthropology with the UMR6578/CNRS at the Faculté 

de médecine de la Méditerranée (Centre National de Recherche Scientifique). This 

latter was notably the first French thesis on the Hybrid and Bionic Body in 

Anthropology, related to the Epistemology of the Human Body in Health. 

 

I have been involved as a scientific researcher and a performer (short 

anthropological movies) to scientific or broader public exhibitions. I have co-

organized numerous International Congresses and co-directed the proceedings. I 

have published in international peer-reviewed journals, of which class A journals. I 

have worked as an anthropologist in building up the permanent displays for the 

upcoming exhibition at the Human Sciences Museum in Lyon, le Musée des 

Confluences. Last but not least I am the author of the book The Norm of the Hybrid 
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En tant que chercheur académique je suis proactive à définir et concevoir la recherche, et je 
possède d’excellents outils méthodologiques. Grâce à mes excellentes qualités de 

communication, j’ai été amenée à interagir avec des personnes brillantes de par le monde, ainsi 
qu’à collaborer activement avec des institutions académiques renommées. Grâce à ces 

compétences, j’ai aussi été amenée à établir un agenda de recherche interdisciplinaire. Je 
m’adapte avec aisance aux circonstances nouvelles, mais néanmoins consciente du rôle crucial 

des parties administratives, et du travail d’équipe pour faciliter de telles adaptations. 
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body (April 2016), illustrated by a physician, that proposes an Ethical Inquiry on the 

reconstruction and augmentation of the human body in Health.  

 

As an anthropologist I am regularly invited to conferences as a speaker and a 

keynote speaker and also to debate (either to scientific advisory boards and 

Citizen’s Assemblies) on the ethical stakes of the new uses of technologies in Health 

and in Societies. I teach for different academic institutions (Faculté de médecine de 

Grenoble, INSA de Lyon, EESI de Poitiers).  

 

I am also a chronicler for Health sites tackling ethical stakes of the new technologies 

and the new human-machine interactions modes, like social robotics and artificial 

intelligence. I collaboratively work with artists to illustrate my projects and pieces of 

writing. For my personal pleasure, I am currently writing a Science Fiction book. 

 

I remain at your disposition should you have any questions or require any further 

information. I will be available for interview at your convenience, either by 

videoconference or in person. I can be reached by email, by post or by telephone. I 

thank you for your consideration and look forward to hearing from you.  

 


